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Winter, Carter, Georgi
Seek PSA Presidency
Dobrasin, Curtis For Vice-Presidency;
Rogers, Taioli For Treasurer

Vol. 37

College of Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, Calif., Monday, April 26, 1943

"Nominations are now open for the office of President
of the P. S. A."—and with those few words the creaking
No. 27* wheels of this campus political machine moved into action.

+ Only this time the creaking was
almost too audible. The younger
politicians seem to have lost the
subtlety of their predecessors.
With machine-like precision the
nominations moved forward—with
no pause for spontaneous thinking,
By PVT. JACK TOOMAY
and with the hearts of a few sink
ing lower and lower as the uncar
Sure, it's Spring. Nobody denies
ing attitude of the "unorgs" was
that and the days are rich and the
exhibited
to an extent unprecedent
grass is virgin beside the barracks.
ed
in
student
body election history.
But Spring in the Army is Spring.
NOMINEES
And—though it's tougher to have
For President: Gerry Winter
it come in the Army—Spring is
(Omega Phi), Betty Carter (Alpha
still, and always will be, Spring.
Thete), Elvira Giorgi (Epsilon).
On the Sunday afternoon it is
For Viee-President: Marcella Do
quiet in the camp, for the men.
brasin (Espilon), Patsy Curtis (Al
most of them, are in town working
pha Thete).
hard, intensely concentrated, on
For Secretary: Kay Secara (Tau
having a good time. But some of
Kap), Peggy Hurt (Epsilon).
For Treasurer: Neil Rogers (Archania), Fred Taioli (Omega Phi).
MAY BE END!!
For Ex Committee: Eugene Eg
bert (Omega Phi), Frankie Crozier
Last week Jack Toomay, now a
(Tau Kap), John Miller (Rhizomia),
| private first class, left Fresno for
Dolores Perry (Alpha Thete), Len
ail undetermined post. He has, in
Mahler (Archania), John Matthews
the weeks since March 16, traced
his movements from Pacific to Above qre BETTY CARTER, GERRY WIN- something hew to most Pacific voters, is (Rhinzomia), Don Edwards (Omega
Monterey to Fresno.
TER, and ELVIRA GEORGI—all candidates overshadowed by the even less usual nom- Phi), Bud Engdahl (Archania), Bill
Hixson (Rhizomia), Jane Skinner
Because of the difficulties of con for the PSA presidency. This three-way race, ination of girls for the office.
(Epsilon), Veryl Goble (Epsilon),
tact and his added responsibilities,
Jay Deck (Omega Phi), Ed Manuel
this column may well be his last.
| (Rhizomia).
For Publications Committee: Hothem stay in camp and lie in the
! ward Lenz (Rhizomia), Scott Beatie
sun or write letters in the sun.
(Alpha Thete), Sally Rinehart (Ep
Which is a sign.
silon),
Hector Hancock (Rhizomia),
After supper—the word chow
Footsore and voice-weary, the Pacific Student Association Jim Coke (Archania), Jeanne Da
still rasps—there is some horseshoe
debate squad arrived home Sunday night loaded with vic vis (Epsilon), Rod Branson (Arch
playing and some volleyball, and
tories. They had participated in the Southern California In ania) .
with it the worthless talk which is
vitational Tournament on Friday and Saturday of last week. RESTRICTIONS
so valuable. In the barracks they
The tournament was held on two campuses, Friday's events
For purposes of "more honest'
sit around the radio and listen to a
Bettv Kinnear Play being held at U. S. C.; Saturday's*
—
representative, and efficient" stud
weeping clarinet and a piano do the
ent government the Ex Committee
at U. C. L. A. Earlier in the week
background behind "I Don't Get On This Week-End
Wednesday night decreed that there
Dick
Pederson
had
journeyed
to
the
The College of Pacific's Little
Around Much Any More."
shall be five votes cast for members
all-male
Pacific
Forensic
League
Or a homesick kid holds a guitar Theater season may be closed but
of Ex Committee and Publications.
and strums "I Am Thinking To the Studio Theater will offer enter contest.
(Concluded on Page 3)
night of My Blue Eyes." Remark
tainment in two more productions. WINNERS
ably nobody yells at him. All of
The next is an Arthur Schnitzer The tournaments held Friday and
which are signs.
Why yes. (Did you ask?) It's tragedy entitled "Flirtation," and Saturday were unique because there
Special Student
will bo directed by Betty Kinnear. was no separation of men's and wo
Spring.
Concert Saturday
But. The moving finger writes. a senior.
men's divisions.
Approximately
Betty will be remembered for her
Never in anything was time so un
Pacific
eyes are turned towards
eleven
schools
and
thirty
teams
par
i m p o r t a n t l y i m p o r t a n t . B e c a u s e portrayal of roles in "Ladies in Re ticipated. Jackie Judge and Mar the Morris Chapel, these days, not
now, even in the Spring, they're tirement," "Out of the Frying Pan," garet Stimmann, Pacific's senior
i
shipping us, Our ranks thin out, and her last, "Heart of a City." women's team, took second place, only because of Chapel and Vespers "Vocational Guidance During the
She
was
just
elected
into
member
services,
but
because,
at
last,
the
day by day. Sometimes without
War" will be the theme of the Vo
defeating such schools as U. S. C.,
goodbyes, leaving, starkly, the naked ship of Theta Alpha Phi. national Stanford, and Pepperdine on the great Kress-Aeolian pipe organ has cational Conference which is to be
dramatic
fraternity.
blue and white stripes of uncov
way. First place was won by the been installed and will be dedicated held here Thursday.
VIENNA SETTING
ered mattresses and pillows.
Mr. Andrew Hill, deputy superin
senior
men's team of U. S. C. Alta on Sunday, May 2.
Author Arthur Schnitzer is con
Wherry, Sawyer, Gomes, McMultendent of schools, will be the prin
McClintock and Pat Rieff, the
The
long-awaited
organ
is
a
gift
sidered
as
one
of
the
greatest
of
len, Valentine, Vince Brown, Brierly,
cipal speaker at the program which
freshman women's team from Pa
of the S. H. Kress Company and
Gallagher; they're all gone. No the Austrian playwrights. It has cific also participated.
is to be held at assembly.
been
said
often
that
Schnitzer
is
as
body knows where they've gone.
Following the program there will
The finals of the oratory contest is a seventeen stop, three manual
fine
in
his
own
right
as
the
fa
Take it easy—there're plenty of ru
instrument, with chimes and harp, be a period of discussions about
held
Friday
morning
at
U.
S.
C.
mors. Some say Stillwater, Okla.; mous Chekov is in his.
The setting of the play is the found Jackie Judge and Pat Rieff originally manufactured by the various vocations. Speakers who
some say Utah; some say Chicago.
city of Vienna, in the present day. still talking away, but that was as Aeolian Company. The console in have had experience in various oc
But nobody knows. There was a
cupations will give brief summaries
far as they went. First place was j
the Chapel choir loft is an enor of the opportunities and require
number is all—a simple number. Bob Nichols designed the sets, of taken by Pasadena College.
which there are two. He also has
mous confusing structure of keyes,
And that's where they went.
ments for war-time and other jobs.
The next day, Saturday, the squad
stops, and footpedals. Mr. Charles
What about the rest of us? Who had acting experience.
At this time the speakers will an
took
the
bus
to
U.
C.
L.
A.
for
the
His first role on Pacific's stage
B. Hershman of San Francisco
knows? Tomorrow, the next day.
swer any questions the students
was that of the policeman in "Ar extemp division of the contest. Men made the entire installation.
Have you ever scattered seeds on
may wish to ask.
and women were thrown together in
Because of the widespread inter
the ground? You can never under senic and Old Lace." Since that competition here, also. Dick Ped
Mr. Fobert Fenix, occupational
time, several roles have followed. In
est in the new gift, all Pacific studstand about scattering seed in the
counselor
of the Junior College, is
erson
took
a
third
place
in
the
lowerson
toox
a
"nra
P--.
^
^
opportunity
to
addition to this he has been one
ents
given an
soil until you've been in the Army
Q^n Bullder,s Dem. general chairman of the affair, and
of De Marc us Brown's right hand er division, while Jackie Judge took ^ &
and seen the scattering of human
men back stage, working on sets. first in senior di on.
onstration Concert, with Louis Flint with the faculty, he is arranging a
beings.
cQ
on gaturfay at 3:00 definite program. Students who are
"Flirtation" will probably be his last in lower division was won by Myer ^
of
U.
S.
C.
His
colleague
Vtoi^
m
fivening
another ^ interested in having some particular
work for the Pacific Theater, be
G: I: Humor.
cour, took second place in the, senConcert will be present subject discussed should contact
cause
of
military
duty.
Said the lieutenant in the midst
er division. Miss Judge was the
„„ e„„_ Mr. Fenix as soon as passible.
ed only by invitation, and on Sun
of a lecture on camouflage, "You PLOT
The plot is simple yet intrigu only women in the finals.
day, May 2, the actual dedication
must remember one thing. In all
OF SEASON
ing. Fritz is the victim of a love LAST
A
S
.
„
.
.
.
f
i
n
a
l
s
o
A l l aKn» B a c o n a t I **
N T peW
v i r tteqUiremeillSs
R.pnilirPmPTlf'Si
the world there is nothing—noth- j
Pederson also reached the finals j ^f t h e O r g a n , w i t ho1m
affair with an older woman. Events
|
the
console,
may
also
be
attended
ing, do you understand, that is
make this affair an obsession with in extemp held earlier in the week by invitation only. After 2:15 p. m. For Juniors
blacker than a shadow."
him. Meanwhile, Christine is in under the auspices of the P. F. L. the dedication will be open without
Will all students who exp>ect to
"The lieutenant never knew," re- ,
love with Fritz, but knows this love The tentative meeting place for P. invitation.
fulfill
degree requirements between
cited brash Howard Staples, sweetly,
will never be returned. This love F. L. next year is Idaho. "Tenta
the dates July 1, 1943, and July 1,
"young Willie Boyarsky."
tive"
because
the
event
depends
on
is tender, almost childlike. Fritz,
1944. please file their applications
The "It's a Small World" Routine.
though not in love with Christine, war and transportation conditions. Bond Sale Slow
.with the registrar on the dates
Into our cozy little reservation
These
tournaments
were
the
last
sees in her all the beauty and good
April 27 (Tuesday) to 30 (Friday),
who should walk late Sunday—his
A.
W.
S.
War
Bond
sales
last
ness he himself can never have be of the season for the PSA squad,
uncouth shoes fitting snugly, intiWednesday netted $300. Stamp inclusive, instead of on the dates
and
the
last
in
their
college
careers
cause of this other woman who atannounced in the College calendar.
mately, with an inanimate but obworth $33 were sold.
for Judge and Stimmann.
(Continued on page 3)
(Concluded on Page 4)

Officers'
Mess

_____

Three Nominated For PSA Election Wednesday

Studio Theater
flayers Give
'Flirtation'

Judge, Stimmann Take Second Prize
At Los Angeles Debate Tourney

Chapel Organ To
Be Dedicated
Sunday

Job Conference
On Campus
Thursday
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Of Other Things
By BOB CONAWAY

Ex-Marine Sees Horror Of War At
Pearl
Harbor,Drills Reserves For It

FIENDISH INTENSITY of Jap: not be able to plug adequately every
war effort has long been stressed s®8- approach . . .
At the time of the flight the Pa
by hard-pressed Chinese. For over
cific
fleet was, for the most part,
a decade they have been fighting
By LUCY HARDING
an aggressor who crates his own on the ocean floor at Pearl Harbor
.
.
.
Or
scattered
all
over
Ford
Is
"international incidents." Who uses
He walks among us—and sees the questions in our
poison gas against mask-less enem land . . .
glances. "What was it like ? Talk and tell us. You're young,
What consternation might have las we are, but your eyes are old. You know—and we have
ies. Who bombs civilian popula
tions. who completely enslaves con been accomplished had separate Jap i yet to face it."
quered peoples, who pirates and carriers brought a dozen planes I
There are whispers—"Marine?" He's a radio major,
plunders non-milittary establish- each to bomb Los Angeles and San "BOMBED AT PEARL HAR-*
Francisco and Portland and Seattle. BOR!" Those are the wolds whose sunk and the entire battle at its
ments.
And for over ten years the world And another Pearl Harbor at Pan
tentacle grip on our minds makes height. He managed to reach the
has been shocked at the reckless ama might have paralyzed shipping,
, ,
,, ambulance and barely missed being By JACKIE JUDGE
„ .
,
ness of the Hirohito war machine. prevented relief forces from aiding. us demand an answer, ana here it hit by a low flying
strafmg Jap
Western nations have lodged pro
is
j plane, in fact, he could see the line THE SHADOW . . .
SO, EVEN though some authori
test after protest with their em
Paul Huebner, from St. Louis,
buuet,s hit the ground as he
The shadow of a tall and lonely
bassies in Tokyo. Many an invdlv- ties believe the withholding of this Missouri, is 24, entered the Ma- 1 climbed into the car.
man
broods over the valleys and
tng incident has been avoided by news was detrimental to American rines as buck private in March,
prom then on, Paul's accounts of
suns
the
mountains and snows that
the desire to placate the banty-leg- , morale and an aid to Jap conscien- 1941, rather than be drafted and
stay in the hospital are kaleidoged aggressors.
j ces, there is little doubt that more on December 7, 1941, his ship, the
pictures of himself with an are America. Shadows of other men
And through it all, these same, serious consequences might have U. S. S. Helena was torpedoed by identification tag tied around his have lived in other lands. The eagle
Western nations have sold Jap in- been forthcoming had the story a Jap aerial torpedo bomber.
toe, as the recipient of shots, trans . of France will not even now stir
dustrialists needed gasoline and been released earlier.
FRIEND—OR ENEMY
fusions, dextrose, blood plasma and the hearts of her peasants to re
After all, the coasts are still not
scrap and airplane designs!
About five minutes to eight on atfempfs to save uis badly burned membrances of tales of grandeur
free from this sort of retaliatory at the morning of The Seventh, a hands and his wqunded eye.
handed down by the grizzled grandAND SO today the execution story tack. The Japs—as we've said be- group of Marines, Paul among them, LITTLE HOPE
I pere. In Germany there was a Bis
shouldn't seem too unbelievable. The [ fore—hate to lose face, have no re- were standing guard on the deck of
marck, and his mantle of blood and
There were days of little hope
enemy was known to have done the gard for their own lives.
the Helena, tied to a pier on Ford
iron has fallen on the thin shoul
In what better way could they Island. While waiting to raise the with the knowledge that only in the ders of the little man, Adolph Hit
same thing before where the pro
"States" could adequate treatment
serve
their emperor?
voking circumstances weren't so
flag, a terrific roar filled the sky
to save him be secured. So, when ler.
great.
and a line of planes came winging
'• It is his shadow, the enlarged
a transport returned him, near the
After all, remember—the Tokyo
over.
blackness of a small mind and soul
end
of
the
month,
to
his
country
bombing was probably the most
From a distance, they looked like
...
,.
,
.
. a n d t h e h o s p i t a l a t M a r e I s l a n d , that falls across the world.
humiliating ever suffered by a peo
a routine flying line and not much _ , TT„„U„
It is his shadow, and swaggering
Paul Huebner had and has. a great
ple who seem to prefer death ra
attention was paid to them until
walk, and hysterical oratory that
deal to be thankful for. They gave
ther than "loss of face." And now
the Marines saw objects falling from
has inspired men to almost super
it would not even seem incongruous. | Those yellow cinch notices are the planes. Smoke-bombs? Maybe. him excellent treatment and skin human feats, men fired to a steel
^
, , ,, , .
.
. • grafting treatments. And, today
if we were told that the executions coming around again! April 30 is m
Too far away to tell—but the bombs
, ,
....
..
P a u l i s n o l o n g e r a M a r i n e , b u t J o e like hardness.
were public!
the date when cinches are due for were .hittmg
the runways on the
°
'
The prisoners we take from the
j College—outside.
Inside, he's Mr.
And to all of this we must add Pacific and Junior College students. island, and then, the hangar.
Italians
are sad and disillusioned
America with battle in his eyes.
the seemingly inherent smallnessof
This semester something new has SOME FIGHT!
and glad to be out of the war. For
After
his
release
from
the
Naval
a Japanese's own personal life. been added for some of'the Jaysee
"General Quarters! Man all battle
„ ...
, ,.
, .
Jl
.. . .
, Hospital at Corona, Calif., and his i the most part.
Hari-kari and mass suicidal jumps students. Previously students who stations!"
The fight was on—and
;
.
The prisoners we took from the
discharge papers from the Marines
into the empire's many active vol- , had cinches in four #or more units Paul had a ringside seat.
|
Japanese
were quiet and silent
| (received exactly eleven months to
canoes have made news in the lulls were required to see their counseWhen all the planes started hit- i
after the boys from Guadalcanal
the
day
after
the
attack)
had
between wars. A soldier raised in lors, but now eight counselors have ting all the ships, Paul started off
were finished with them.
this psychology can have no regard , taken it' upon themselves to dis- from his battle station. He reached reached him, he was in line for
But the Nazi youth—the boys
placement
by
the
Vocational
Re
for any life—his own or his en- tribute cinches personally no mat one deck below, midships, and in
who've been trained and taught—
habilitation
Program,
given
to
men
emy s . . .
ter how many cinches students the engine room, two decks below
the boys who worship that shadow.
have. Students should check the him, the torpedo struck. He was injured in the service' of their They're another story. Rage. Bitcountry
in
order
to
train
them
for
SOMETHING,
though,
which following list and see if their coun- thrown up into the air and slam
! terness. Unrepentance.
should not be overlooked in the I selor is included in the group: med against a bulkhead. In the specific work,
THE FIGHT . . .
j
And,
so—we
got
Paul.
He
knew
news release of this first smashing Miss Allen, Miss Benerd, Mr. Mc- terrific furnace of heat, the walls
You see, there just isn't a word like
:
of
Pacific,
wanted
to
be
a
radio
TX S. blow is the feat of Admiral Candless, Miss McCann, Mrs. Sea- glowed red and so did Paul, for he
"defeat" in their vocabulary. They
announcer,
and
wanted
a
comfort
Halsey. This beetle-brow was com graves, Miss Shrodes, Miss Spal- received terrific high-explosive flash
able place to start as a civilian have their sights on something. A
mander of the task force which car tholz and Mr. Welton.
burns and second and third degree
rallying cry. A faith.
ried General Jimmie Doolittle and
Pacific students and other Jaysee burns on his hands, face, neck and again.
That's
it!
The
story,
we
mean.
his sixteen twin-engined bombers students will report to the per ears, arms and right leg.
"If our free democratic world is
And now he's one of us, quiet, re
800 miles from Japan . . .
sonnel office for their cinches as
He fell on his knees, nearly out,
saved, it will be saved not just by
served,
but
fun
and
full
of
business.
Only 800 miles . . . And detection usual.
but finally managed to stagger out
But the story doesn't end there machines and guns, but by our ca
wasn't made until the planes ac
of the tremendous heat, looking for
exactly.
Anyone with a Purple pacity to produce a higher type of
tually soared over the island . . .
the ship's dressing station to be
Heart award for receiving wounds human being, whose will and pur
Implications here are many. And
treated. While stumbling around on
in
action doesn't forget—ever. Paul's pose are superior to that of the
the military leaders in Washington
topside, he was hit with a piece of
training a group of Pacific men in enemy."
might have had an eye to defense
splinter which tore the lower part
Tire English grammar examina of his eyelid badly. Fortunately, he the Marine Corps Reserve and giv
also when they withheld news of
There were other nations that
tion for all candidates for the gen walked down the right ladder into : ing them lots of valuable drilling
the "Shangri-la" base tor a year.
didn't
have that will. That lacked
eral secondary credential will be the station, where he was given and advice about their future life.
that
purpose.
Because,
you
see,
he
doesn't
want
FOR the seacoast of the seacoast given on Saturday, May 15, from emergency first aid treatment. His
their life to be like his was, in that FRANCE . . .
of the United States is much more 9 to 11 a. m. in Room 204. There uniform was all but burned off.
For instance, there was France.
short
time of a few hours when
extended than that of Japan; it can will be a fee of $2 for this exam SAW BATTLE
America went to sleep at the switch. The Two Hundred families. The
•be approached from two oceans and ination. For details see either Dr.
And all this while, the battle
Royalists who fough in the streets.
several gulfs and subsidiary water Clair Olson or Dr. J. Marc Jant- raged; ambulances on the main It won't happen again. If you don't
And Laval, the butcher, cool, cal
believe
us,
look
into
his
eyes,
some
zen.
ways. And a seven-ocean fleet may
land scurried back and forth to the
culating, spinng his web. The
time.
piers. There was room for one more
generals who sold out. The cap
man who could walk from the ship
tains who deserted their men in,the
to the ambulance, and Paul deStudents at Goddard college are
field.
cided he was that man. He was taking their studies into selected
And to oppose the Nazis were
helped to the topside just as the war production factories as actual these poor, hulks of what were once
second wave of planes came over; workers, one-third of the student men. A nation already dead. The
the men pushed him under a turret, body working while the others carry inane mouthings of patriots full of
from which he saw the Arizona on their studies on the campus.
dead rot. And "the best army in
Europe," as Major George Fielding
Bob Conaway
Phyllis Dodge
w
u
Eliot called it, went down to noth
Editor
Member
Manager
ing.
Phone 9-9121 Pbsocided Cblie&ate Press Phone 2-9218
THE INTELLECTUALS . . .
People called that the end of civPublished every Friday during the College year by the Athletics
lization. Someone wrote a maud
Pacific Student Association. Entered as second class matter
..§1200.00
Football and Basketball
lin song called "The Last Time I
October 24, 1924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, un
.. 600.00
Spring Sports
Saw Paris." Someone later wrote a
der the act of March, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special Weekly
.. 1000.00
book by the same name. The ar
rate of postage provided for in Section 103, October 3, 1917, Naranjado
.. 1100.00
authorized October 24, 1924.
50.00 tists, the lovers of -fine arts, the fol
Bulletin
STAFF
.. 53.00 lowers of gaiety had lost their
Little Theater
Editorial: Wilma-lu Cawley, Society Editor. Copy-readers: Barbara A. W. S
_ 300.00 statue, their image to worshipOrr, Nancy Kaiser. Head-writers: Flo Strand, Lucy Harding.
Paris was dead.
_ 300.00
Debate
—
Reportorial: Jackie Judge, Flo Strand, Lucy Harding, Nancy Kaiser, Classes
But, did we learn?
.... 400.00
Sally Silbaugh, Sally Rinehart, Pearl Steiner, Priscilla Keefer, Eleanor S. C. A
Did we learn then that to hold to
75.00
Wemyss, Barbara Orr, Elinor Sizelove, Geraldine McGall, Beverly French, Rally and Social (Inc. Mardi-Gras)
this freedom that we love we must
.. 600.00
Billie Thompson, Vera Rodoni.
... 322.00 fight and believe as hard as they?
General Fund
Columnists: Pvt. Jack Toomay, Jackie Judge, Flo Strand, Eleanor
Did we take oub job at home, our
Wemyss, Geraldine McGall, Elinor Sizelove.
job as intelligent citizens seriously?
..$6000.00
TOTAL
Sports: Hector Hancock.
(Concluded on Page 7)

Radio Student Paul Huebner Survives
Severe Body Wounds, Eye Injury

Colleges Prepare
Cinch Notices
For April 30

Test For Credential
Candidates May 15

PACIFIC STUDENT ASSOCIATION
BUDGET — SPRING — 1943
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Is Burning
Hair Hof?
Ask Gig
Many

people

are

Summer Session Dafes Advanced;
New Knoles, Stanford Courses Given

classified

as

characters, but there are a few who

STUDIO THEATER
PLAYERS GIVE
'FLIRTATION'

are in a group all by themselves.
Into this catagory falls Gig Wake
(Continued from Page I)
field, whose brown tresses resem
bled a toch last Monday when she tracts him so much.
leaned over to pick up her slide
Pattie Schuler will play the role
and caught her already short hair | of Christine, opposite Jay Deck, who
on fire by the bunsen-burner.
plays Fritz.
It wouldn't have been so funny if
Newcomers in the play are Mar!
that had have been the only thing
that had happened to Gig through- •'orie Pletcher and Bruce King,
out the course of her three-hour ONE WEEK-END
Bacteriology lab, but many other
Others in the cast include: Pat
things complicated the situation. Barrett as Catherine, Betty McKee
She had managed to break almost I as Lena, George oTmajon as the
all of her slides, scratch about three violinist, Vyring. Jack Hughes plays
fingers, cut her leg, splash water the gentleman.
on her dress, and spoil an experi
The dates for the show are Thurs
ment.
day, Friday and Saturday of this
When her hair caught on fire, week.
2 class waited for an out-burst, ~
t apparently Gig is used to such ably get an "A" for keeping the
ngs, because she had perfect self class Interested and an "F" for poor
ltrol. Miss Wakefield will prob- technique.

On this you can
rely

JEAN
DAVIS
will apply
Her valuable
Information
If she's elected
to

"OAKIE"
IS 0. K. FOR EX COMMITTEE
vote for

DON EDWARDS
49 DRUG CO.

Phone 2-5143
Everything to be found in
a first class drug store

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

GAIA-DELUCCHI
ATTENTION

Dates for the summer session now have been definitely
determined and have been advanced a week from those an
nounced before. The first session will be held from June 14
to July 16, and the second from July 19 to August 20.
The revised form of course offerings is now available at

»

(Continued from Page One)

It was felt that this reform was
needed to keep organizations from
"bloc voting" for but one candi
the registrar's office and the cata-*——
date. thus in reality depriving the
qualified candidate belonging to
logue material has gone to press
other houses of four votes.
and will be available shortly.
Qf Collegiate
For the same three quotable rea
In the field of political science,
sons mentioned above the P. 8. A.
President Tully Knoles will offer a
has decreed strict election rules,
new two-unit course entitled "The
Pacific and the Junior College, thus cutting down on the misuse
World Today," to be presented dur
for the first time In recent memory, of materials now diminishing being the second session. This course
will field no tennis team this sea- cause of the war effort.
will consist of a commentary on
Head Tennis Coach Larry
Next Tuesday's Chapel period wiU
the facts and significance of world son.
1* given over to acceptance speeches
events. Upper division students may Siemering announced that the PSA
of the presidential nominees, with
take the course to meet one of the would not be represented this year
Winter running on a platform of
necessary graduation requriements. due to lack of players, and a lack
experience and capability, Carter
of nearby college competition.
WAR PRODUCTS
standing for the point of view that
If these had been normal times,
Dr. E. E. Stanford will offer two
the candidate should be here all
courses during this year's session. Pacific might have fielded one of of the next school year, and Giorgl
Specifically designed for those wish its finest teams. But—the E. R. C. as "The first woman president in
ing a better knowledge of war en took Stewart Brown—red hot trans P. S. A history." The other con
tailments, the class, "War Re fer from Cal, Noel Prince and Chet testants will be merely introduced
sources," will consist of a study of Corey, letterman. Paul Craven was
from the stage.
some of the strategic resources of called by the Army Air Corps, while WEDNESDAY VOTE
America and the United Nations. Bob Fleming left school. Of the
The elections will be held Wed
Articles discussed will be food atuffs, fine prospects only Gordon Dalbeck nesday from 8:00 to 4:30 in the
oils, rubber, fibers, pulp, paper, was still left.
main hall of the Administration
wood products, petroleum and other
Building. No electioneering will be
fuels and metals. Dr. Stanford will
Radcliffe college recently issued allowed in the halls, and it is hopalso teach plant biology.
a booklet to students on "War and ed that voting booths will be proThe summer session Is particular Placement" as a guide to Jobs cor- 1 vlded.
ly Intended for the folowlng groups: related to their fields of concenTeeth have been put into the reg1. Students who plan to acceler tratlon.
ulatlons this year—violation of the
ate their college programs In or — —
—
rules means removal from the balder to enter war emergency posi the current national and Interna- lot. So with the cry of "more hntitions will find it possible to serve tional problems, or who may have est, representative, and efficient
one semester by earning 12H units some other definite objective in student government, and the gratduring the full ten weeks of sum- mlnd. are invited to enroll in the Ing sound of un-oiled machines
j mer school.
Summer Session classes as auditors, working overtime, the P. S A. moves
2. High school teachers who ex- or as active class participants.
to its yearly decisions.
! pect to teach aeronautics courses i
next fall will find special offerings
in the physics department to meet
such a need.
3. Students who wish to meet
I special requirements for college
graduation or for the general eJementary teaching credential will
find special provision to meet their
demands.
4. Persons who are doing ad
vanced study for the purpose of
securing the general
secondary
teaching credential, the secondary
administration credentials, the ele
mentary administration credentials
or some special supervisory creden
tial will find an extensive array of
courses provided.
5. School administrators, teach- !
ere In the elementary schools, the ;
high schools, and the Junior col-;
leges; supervisors of special sub
jects; and workers in all branches
of education will find excellent op
portunities for study which will give
increase efficiency in teaching sup
ervision. and administration.
6. Mature persons engaged in
various occupations who wish to
spend a part of their summer In
self-improvement, who wish to study

ForCCS Elld

Tennis

Wherever She
Goes,

PUBLICATIONS

Main & El Dorado—Phone 2-4893
Popular A Yosemlte

Offerings Will Help Any From High
Grads To Professional Teachers

Three Students
Seek PSA
Presidency

American and Channel'

ICE SKATERS
ANNOUNCING

Elsie Berry

STOCKTON
ICE RINK

ALERT
CLEANERS

Will Close for the
Summer

EXPERT LAUNDRY
SERVICE

Starting May 3rd.

Telephone 7-7899
2117 Pacific Ave.

She's Pacific
On Its Toes''

If you want a job—

HUMPHREY'S
(Since 1896)
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

# We Train Yoo—Place Yoa •

ELVIRA
GEORGI

California at Weber—Stockton

For

L. GOODMAN

P.S.A.
PREXY

Jeweler

High grade Wrist
watches for the
College Men and
Women
East Main St.

Stockton
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Gtto-Lafrenz Engagement
Announced To Sorority

Officers'

Mess

Continued from Page 1
Epsilon munched on Cupid's chocolates last Thursday evevious pride, to his uncouth feet— I ning when Miss Sue Gregory disclosed the news of the en
gagement of Betty Gene Otto to Wallace Clendenning La
but big Bob Ijams.
frenz.
Parallelisms.
Miss Gregory read the announcement which was written
At the same time Stonewall's men |^
—
fQrm ^ ghe came to
the*—
were failing to down Fresno, A1
signature at which time Betty
Dauth was vengefully running an
obstacle course which is nothing but [ Gene stood up and signed the
Two Jaysee men were drafted for
a mockery to his talent at broad- ; names vocally.
the Army last Tuesday; they
jumping.
Betty Gene, the daughter of Mr.
were Jim Torvik and Kennth ErickOn Going Home.
TIRED HOUSES FULL
Following the motif, Tulip Time,
and Mrs. Walter Otto of Piedmont,
Some of us have gotten passes.
OF TIRED PEOPLE
Women's Hall held its annual
is a junior in the College of the
And some of us have gone any
These were the Greeks who spring formal last Saturday evening way. Primarily, it is everybody's Pacific where she is a P. E. major
turned out in full force to help put from 9 until 1 o'clock.
idea to get a long enough pass to and is planning to receive a high
the Bond Frolic skits over last
Approximately forty couples at enable him to go home. But few school teachers' credential.
Clen is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday . . . the Alpha Thetes
tended the function, which was- succeed. Somebody has to be sick
after their wow of a pledge stomp
or dying or a-burying or having a Wallace Lafrenz of Oakland. As a
held Saturday night . . . and the held in Anderson hall, and music baby—the foregoing is conditional graduate of Piedmont High School
Epsilons from all of the bride-to-be was furnished by Irv Corren and only; the baby has to be an im- ! where he and Betty Gene first met,
Clen attended the California Mari
showers they are finding it necessary his band.
portant baby.
to give! Also from the planning of
Couples who attended the affair
Those are the legal ways. There time accademy from which he re
so many to-be-dances which are all were Patricia Barrett and Dick are illegal ones. The smart boys ceived his second assistant engi
scheduled to come off on the same O'Hanneson, Mary Alice Yelland will figure the angles; the simple., neer's rating. He has recently re
week-end.
and David Wilson, Katherine Mary straight ones will just go. The ques turned from a world trip and is
awaiting future shipping orders.
De Mealer and Bill Anderson, Su- tion is, of course, was it worth it?
OVER AT OMEGA PHI:
FOR
sann Conklin and Bob Mix, Phyllis
And the answer is: It was worth j As Betty Gene disclosed the news,
Sears and Fred Wolfrom, Becky it before but afterward it wasn't. she also introduced her guests who
Pledge Class Prexy Paul Huebner
were her mother, Mrs. Lafrenz, and
Roset and Marshall Windmiller, Whatever that means.
seems to be having quite a time
Inez Knutson and Hank Ornallis,
Probably it's this.
j Shirley
Wisecarver.
with things and stuff . . . even
Ruth Adams and F. Tweedale, Mary
It's a wonder to be home. For a
Betty Gene has made no definite
though he does have Vice-President
i Beth Mooers and Harry Hammer, few hours there is a wild abandon | PIans for the wedding as she plans j
Bud Chinchiolo and Secretary Dick
I Phyllis Macabee and Cpl. Gar.
except for the sudden stabbing
complete her schooling, and also I
Jasper to help out . . . per usual
Rachel Wright and John Webber, awareness of the passing of time, j there is ti^ uncertainly of Clen s
• Rally Committee
it was Stefan with the help of
| Lorayne Froehnert and Phil Grant, But breaking away becomes harder service.
Nichols who came forth with their
Carole Monroe and Sam Coward, J than staying away had been. And
© House Officer
band skit script.
Virginia Jensen and Dave Fry, La in the days that follow the fact of I They said: "There's an unidenVergne Severin and Bud Engdahl, having been home recently makes tified squadron been sighted over
9 Inter Frat
THE ALPHA THETES:
Wilma Meyer and Jim Torvick, | the longing worse and everything , Merced."
Council
I "There's a plane down in the
Are chairmanshipping the Pan- Jean Parkinson and Bruce King, ! worse.
Hell formal ... so far the theme Carolyn Couse and Seth Potter, j But still, and obviously, they still mountains; we're a search party."
"They've gassed the south part
they've settled on will be "Heavenly Edith Quinn and Bill Gilmore, Ruth go when they can and even when
Wellemeyer and Howard Reeck, they can't.
Hideaway."
of town."
,
Jan Wiman and Jira Breves, Lor"It's an all-night forced march,"
Rumor Clinic.
reta Dedmon and Gene Cline, Car
ARCHANIA:
They rolled us out in gas masks men."
oline Duttle and Lt. David Dean, and helmets. All the lights were
"A group of hoodlums has crash
Is planning their eighth semi LaVerne Schon and Stanley Wright.
out. There was a moon. It was ed the west gate.
annual spring picnic . . . (nothing
Fanchon Leeker and Norman weird. Something had happened.
Something had happened. But it
more need be said obout that) . . . Molhan, Kay Saunders and Cleon
We assembled on the road under wasn't too long before the sergeant
w4s the first House to start off on Walline, Mary Solbach and Don
the moon. Quietly. There. Sharp got a new fuse in place of the old
thh War debate program . . . Bob Ambler, Marian Prior and Ned Titteeth in our nerves.
one!
Hill anl Freddy Kassell were the low, Eleanor Williams and Roddy
debaters . . . rumor also has it that Andrews, Ruth Adams and Lt. Keck
thb pledge dance coming up will Yager, Betty Benedict and Quincy
be somewhat on the order of a Hamilton, Mildred Eachus and
beachcomber's ball.
Melvin Stanley, Mildred Jackson1
and Hugh Brand.
THE TAU KAPS:
Chaperones for the dance were :
Have their hands full at present Miss Essie Tucker, Mr. and Mrs. |
with rabbits . . . they have acquired Irving Goleman, Mrs. Ralph Brady 1
two, with the possibilities of more and Mrs. Rose Hart.
to come any time now ... an idea
of progressive college education . . . AND EPSILON
"Adam and Eve" dance said to have
• Frosh Prexy
With people getting either mar
One Year Naranjado Experience, House Reporter
been fun . . . bicycle party around ried or engaged all over the place
the horn beforehand.
. . . and the May breakfast dance
• Ex Committee
scheduled for soon . . . and nasty
Member
RHIZOMIA:
little girls spending half of one
, I s b o o m i n g a l o n g i n t h e u s u a l night singing nasty songs from
• House Officer
way . . . Tom Bowe out of circu their sleeping porch, to the Alpha
lation because of a broken neck Thetes on theirs . . . which greatly
. . . not much else seen or heard amused and entertained the Arabout the Rhizites:
chites.

GREEKS HAD
A W©RD
FOR IT

Spring Formal
Held By
Dorm Women

Two More Drafted

Elect

DEPENDABLE

LEN MAHLER

EX COMMITTEE

Re-Elect

FROSH
FLASH

ELECT

ROD BRANSON
TO

for

PUBLICATIONS

EX COMMITTEE

DELTA

,

If Pacific's going- to ace in

|

vote for

I MARCELLA
! DOBRASIN
\

Mar. Dobs

r

for

i

Vice President

BUD
ENGDAHL

GRAND
ICE CREAM

Make new friends and meet your old
ones at the Delta
PACIFIC AVE.

STOCKTON

What you need on your

Ex Committee

The girl who gave
you the
Bond Frolic

FRANKSE
CROZIER
for

Dependable

DOLORES

PERRY

EX COMMITTEE
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Four V-7 Students
Leave Sunday
W Northwestern
Four CoUege of the Pacific Stud,nts, members of the V-7 Naval Re;erve, will depart for the Midship-

Vocational Index Bond Frolic Means More
Started By
Than Music And Gaiety
Fenix, Library
Bond Sale Nets
Five Thousand
Dollars

A Frolic by any other name 4
wouldn't be one!
Because, all that gaiety and glamour Just couldn't be conveyed by a
^e-warm Affair or Shindid or
Event-—No. Frolic it is and always
be; and when its preceded by
BOND. somewhere from out of the
blue come the strains of "America";
Stars and Stripes wave in eyes,
Surpassing last year's bond and
and the Bond Frolic takes on not stamp sales by more than 150 per
onty Pacific, but Atlantic and na- cent, the Bond Frolic brought to
tion-wide characteristics,
the United States treasury $5,097.35.
It was more than a group of
LARGE BONDS
khaki-clad
boogie-beaters,
more
• Much of the amount was made
than a bevy of campus beauties,
more than an ersatz Garbo hover up by those who had bought five

Students will no longer hear the
nen's School at Northwestern Unigroans, "I can't find a thing about
rersity this week. They are Karl
Social Service work, and I've looked
3aldwin, Gene Harter, Charles everywhere in the Library," or
leeve, and Harold Walline.
i "Gee, I've got to write a term
The Navy has put in a call in
paper on my choice of a vocation.
forthern California for a hundred
Where shall I go to find some maenior men who will be able to com terial on Journalism?" No, students
pete their credits for graduation by will no longer be bothered by these
ipril 25 instead of the usual date
queries, for a new system of vocan June. The men who are leaving tional card-indices has been inaunil be formally granted their Bagurated in the Library.
jhelor of Arts degrees as of June
Under the direction of Mr. Rob1943.
j ert Fenix, occupational counselor, a
new method has replaced the for; mer vocational shelf. The books ing over a pseudo "SuchaFacesky"
formerly on this shelf have been Cossack—more than the songs and
I removed to the Reserve Room. A the music and the skits.
It was a challenge, a defiant fistcard index which contains informa
tion about books, articles, newspa shaking in the face of Pessimism,
per clippings and any other refer- ! Loneliness, and War.
I It was the fruition of our silent
j promise tto the departed ERC boys
The fellows will leave San Fran.
.,
.,
_ .,
,
„
,, ,
that we would nourish our Tradicisco the 25th of this month in or- ,.
,
„
„ . ..
., . .,
,
„
tions and wave Pacific Spirit on
der that they may reach Northwestern
University
by
the
29th
..
,...,
T, '
J
J
1
On Pacific Avenue
It was a side-splitting satire on
where they will undergo midship-1
War and its Ugly Humor.
man training.
It was Proof to all the Domains
of Darkness that here is Light and
Unbroken Spirit. There is no con
cession, here, to that fatal "We
won't come back" theme.
We were given a song for next
year's football team by the boys
who leave in July; we were given joy
and pride when we flocked to buy
stamps and bonds because we had
a vision of the tears and thanks
in Uncle Sam's eyes.
11
And—we were given an impene
trable armor of Courage that will
protect us and ours throughout the
Uncertainty to come.

BILL LUNT
UNION OIL
PRODUCTS

All Hands,
by Heck

ELECT

Vote for

Hector
Hancock

POOP
DECK
for

For

EX
COMMITTEE

PUBLICATIONS

YOLLAND ICE & FUEL CO.
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SANE
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton

P. S. A.
TREASURER
EFFICIENT

Scoot Rogers
©
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Business Major
© Ex Committee

ence to each vocation is now placed
on the desk of the Reserve Room,
New material will be added to
these occupational "briefs" as soon
as it is obtained.
Mr. Fenix asks students who have
further information on any of the
vocations or who desire the addi
tion to the shelf of any material,
to contact him.
Courses in plane trigonometry
and college algebra are more pop
ular with correspondence students
than any other courses offered by
the University of Kentucky depart
ment of extension.

Last Day For
J. C. Grads
Wednesday, April 28, at 5:00 p.m.
is the deadline set for filing ap
plications for graduation from
Junior College.

ELECT

Howard
LENZ
For

® House Treasurer
O Rally Committee
In War-time Efficiency is Most Important

PUBLICATIONS

Celebrated Piano
Player Here
Tomorrow
First Local Concert
Of Janet Graham
Janet Graham, the distinguished
California pianist with an interna
tional fame, will be presentend in
concert tomorrow evening by the
Conservatory at 8:15 o'clock.

Her

appearance marks the fifth in the
series of artist recitals of the cur
rent season.

hundred dollar war bonds. Persons FROM MILLS
Miss Graham went from the Mills
buying twenty five dollar bonds or
over were privileged to ride in the College campus to the music cen
amphibious jeep, which was pre ters of Europe and back home again
and has one of the most imposing
sented through the cooperation of
collections of press notices from the
Stockton Field, men from which
great music centers ever collected
also furnished the music for the
by an American artist in Europe.
Bond Frolic presented in the aft
She was hailed by the old world
ernoon in the auditorium.
critics for a flawless technique and
Of the total sales, $603.30
in
a fine degree of sensitivity. But her
stamps alone were sold, and $4,493.75
striking ability to project her own
in bonds. Winners and prizes for
personality is partly the clue to her
the skits presented at the Bond
tremendous success with the audi
Frolic were: First prize, Omega Phi
ences of Berlin, Vienna and Buda
Alpha, $10; second prize, Epsilon
pest—all strictly pre-war.
Lambda Sigma, $7, and third prize,
RETURN
Alpha Theta Tau, $5.
Since her return to America in
BOND WINNER
1939, Miss Graham has been build
Winner of the 25-dollar war
ing a following. She is especially
bond which was given away at the
a favorite now in the bay area,
drawing at the dance in the even
where she appears in numerous
ing was Genevieve Jones, living at
concert engagements.
the Co-op on campus.
The dance—featuring stamp sell
By renting 150 acres adjoining its
ing at the booths provided by
Women's Hall, S. C. A. and Manor own 200-acre farm, Quachita col
hall—was three hours long. Music lege is planning to double food pro
was provided by Irv Corren's band. duction this year.

GIVE THE PSA
A STARTER

VOTE FOR

Compeftesifi

BETTY
CARTER
For Your
STUDENT BODY

PRESIDENT

j
-
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ERC Man Reports Army's PACIFIC
ExercisesSurpassBreedens MUSIC
Twenty-One Fellows Report From Points
Scattered Over Entire Nation
Cards from former ERC men are slowly drifting into
Dean Corson's office. To date twenty-one fellows have res
ponded, but there are thirty-five somewhere along the line
who have not sent in their destinations or else do not have
any.

NOTES
By GERALDINE McGALL

OFF
MIKE

By ELINOR SIZELOVE

3:45-4:00
J. Russell Bodley and the chorus Monday—Bookshelf
Monday—Piano Melodies 9:30
3:45-4:00
Tuesday—Prevues
4:30-5:00
Tuesday—Musicale
Tuesday—Children's
5:15-5:30
Hour
Three cards were received from*Tuesday—Radio Stage 9:30-10:00
Wednesday—Probe the
air corps fellows; one took a trip I Sorority Debaters
role with the chorus, but Miss KaProfs
3:45-4:00
to New Jersey while the other two
therine Quivala, who is to sing the J Wednesday—News Show 2:45-3:00
remained in California. Art Smith
entire Damozel solo, will be unable i Thursday—Experimental
Theatre
5:15-5:30
is stationed with the Army Air
to sing with the chorus until the
Friday—College and War 4:30-4:45
Corps at Atlantic City, New Jer
Last Wednesday night Alpha final dress rehearsal.
sey, while Alan Walker and Thomas Theta Tau was hostess to two womConservatory Students Marian EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE
Butler are stationed at Fresno.
men speakers from Modesto Junior
The Experimental Theatre goes
Some suggested that someone give College. This was the second in the Sill, Bill McGovern and Mildred
back on the air next Thursday aft
"Doc" Breeden a special message.
series of intercollegiate campus dis Marsh were the guest performers
MORE WORK
cussions to be held in the local for the Amblers Club last Thurs ernoon with the production of
Browning's famous monologue, "My
"Tell *Doc' Breeden that his cal living groups.
day evening.
Last Duchess." The poem has been
isthenics were never like those they
The two local sorority girls par
Conservatory Dean, J. G. Elliott, adapted for radio drama. The cast
give us here!!" He also stated, ticipating were Barbara McCand"The Air Corps is O. K. and the less and Barbara Sutliff; head of will arrive home today from his is not yet complete, but Dick Barkle
three-week trip to Chicago, where and Jack Onyett will star.
food is substantial.
the round-table discussion was Les
Charles Broadhurst who reported lie Knoles. The topic was: "Do he attended the National Confer RADIO STAGE
An Easter show will be presented
last week that he was still in Mon college students really know what ence of Pi Kappa Lamba, national
honorary music society, of which by the Radio Workshop players
terey, finally received a notice to we're fighting for?"
he holds a national office.
next Tuesday night. It is a drama
move, but it was only over to Camp
tization of the crucifixion and
Roberts in the Field Artillery. He
with the Anti-Aircraft at Camp
The third student recital was pre was originalily written for the
seems a little dejected, because he
Callan. Erwin Ferer is with the sented last Tuesday evening by
wrote, "IH take the Signal or Air
Radio Workshop by Iola Brubeck.
Ordnance Department at Fort War Verle Goble, piano; Carol Duttle,
Corps any day. I sure don't know
Iola is to be complimented for
ren, Wyoming.
voice; Alice Flaney, organ; Genieve combining skillfully and clevery,
why I landed in this forlorn spot."
Wilfred Setness came out with Jones, voice; the Conservatory
PARACHUTES TOO
with just the right touches of
something a little different in the woodwind quintet, Mary Alice YelDown from Texas way comes a
beauty here and there, a very pro
way of location and routines. He land, voice; Jean Oliver, piano.
card from Robert Morse, who is
fessional radio show.
is with the parachute infantry at Congratulations to them!
stationed under communications at
Elinor Sizelove will play the role
Camp Toccan, Georgia. Wilfred
Camp Wolters. Curtis Marchant is
of Mary. Others in the cast have
Janet Graham, pianist, will ap
writes, "This parachute outfit is O.
not been selected. Mr. Clark will
pear in concert tomorrow as the
K.( but it is sure tough work."
direct the show.
fifth of the Conservatory artist re
NEW PROGRAM
University of California claims citals.
Monday afternoon will see intro
Wednesday — Saturday
the world's biggest campus, 10,081
Delta chapter, Pi Kappa Lamba, duced another show—a fifteen min
acres of land in university use.
national honorary musical society ute program of dramatic mono
for men and women, initiated three logues. Barbara Baxley will be the
Conservatory Seniors into their or first reader on the air, doing Amy
ganization Saturday evening, April Lowell's "Number Three at the
10, at the home of Prof, and Mrs. Docket."
PIANO MELODIES
J. Russell Bodley.
This, too, is a comparatively new
Marian Sill, Lois Johnson and Vi
vian Bradley received the coveted program, having been on the air
only three times so far. It fea
golden key of the society.
tures Dexter Mayhood playing pop
It has been decided that chorus ular melodies on the piano. And
members will be attired in formals Dex can really play! Ellis Lind is
for the concert performance of writer and producer for the pro
"Blessed Damozel." Solid colored gram.
formals have definitely been de FAMOUS PLAYWRIGHTS
cided on, with pastel colors as the
Mr. Clark has received letters
preference.
Mr. Bodley requests lately from some of our most out
standing playwrights about some of
that no black formals be worn.
their radio shows which he has pro
Mu Phi Epsilon presented their duced on Radio Stage: Among the
monthly USO program April 18th, dramatists are listed Orson Welles,
under the chairmanship of Carol Marc Connelly and Paul Greene.
Hannah. The following numbers So Stocktonites are not the only
were presented: Prof. Henry J. listen-iners to Radio Stage.
Welton, vocal numbers; Jane Scott,
baritone solofe; Winona Barber,
Community singing was enjoyed
readings; Carol Hannah, piano preceding and following the pro
group; Phyllis Magnuson and Caro gram, led by Marcella Thorp, presi
lyn Herrick, violin duets; Shirley dent of Mu Phi Epsilon and mis
Lamb, vocal numbers.
tress of ceremonies.
rehearsed the "Blessed Damozel"
with the Stockton Symphony Or
chestra last Monday evening. Carol
Duttle is rehearsing the narrator's

From Modesto J. C.

DANCING

TRIANON

FREDDIE11
The Fish

Be wary, have an

Efficient Secretary

TAIOLI
For
P.S.A.
TREASURER

A
Business
Shark
Who Will
Guard
Your
FINS

SCOTT BEATIE
for

PUBLICATIONS

LET'S YELL
MORE
with

Bill
Gilmore

Language Society
Initiates
Six Members
The Clark Hotel was the setting
last Monday night for the formal
initiation of six members into Phi
Sigma -Gamma, honorary language
society. The new members are:
Frances Bocek, Ava June Colliver,
Jean Nelson, Lelia Ruggeri, Lor
raine Sanguinetti and Jean Scott.
SPEAKERS
The initiation cereony was follow
ed by a dinner held in honor of the
new members.
Dean Fred Farley, acting as mas
ter of ceremonies, introduced the
speaker of the evening Dr. J. Marc
Jantzen. Speaking of the necessity
of international cooperation in the
post-war world, Dr. Jantzen stress
ed the value of global education.
The concluding remarks were
made by Dr. Tully C. Knoles—who,
after congratulating the new mem
bers, entertained the group with
descriptions of table customs of va
rious foreign countries.
Others attending the dinner were:
Marie Canlis, Thea Juras, Marie
DeCarli, Beverly Heller, Marjory
Mehl, Vera Rodoni, Frances Wil
liams, Beth Marriott, Anne Hunt,
Marie Peletz, Aimee Arbios, Mary
Kelly, Willa MacDonald, Helen L.
Boehme, Miss Ruth Smith, Miss
Helen Danner, Mr. F. K Steinhauser, Dean Farley, Dr. and Mrs.
Jantzen, and Pres. and Mrs. Knoles.

IN THE
SERVICE
By ELEANOR WEMYSS
Albert Herbert Mirati, former
student of J. C. volunteered for
flight training last January and re
ceived preliminary instruction at
the Oakland Air Station. April 6,
Mirati graduated from the Naval
Air Training Center at Pittsburg,
where he was commissioned a sec
ond lieutenant.
John William "Bud" Brown, for
mer J. C. football and track star,
received his wings when he gradu
ated as a second lieutenant from
the Marfa, Texas, flying school.

HUEBNER MAKES GOOD!
Our regards and the best of lucfc ,
to Paul Huebner, a newcomer to
radio this semester, who recently auditioned for announcing at
KGDM—and was successful! Paul
now attends only morning classes
and spends his afternoons announc
ing at the radio station. See the
interesting story of his experiences
elsewhere in this issue.

Vote For

You'll be up the
right alley

If you really
want a winner,

Bill
Hixson

If you vote
for Sally

Vote for good
friend Skinner

For

Ex
Committee

Sally
Rhinehart
for

PUBLICATIONS

JANE
SKINNER
for

Ex
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MOTHERS' CLUB
MEETS, ELECTS

Take It Easy

The meeting of the Mother's Club
0f

Continued from Page 2

Apha Theta Tau, held April 14,

was in honor of the mothers of the
new

We still left things undone. We Evil.

pledge class. The pledges served

a dessert

forgot that the dry rot might have

preceding the meeting

set In here. That those Nazi decor
ations gracing some of the more
wealthy and prestige-seeking Amer
icans were symbols of the Butcher
Laval's type of thinking.
That under the cloak of hyperAmericanism newspaper publisherwere penning editorials of distrust
and disunion. These same editorials
had been inspired by meetings be
tween the publishers and the Euro
pean dictators.
That many of our newspaper
syndicates followed the policy of a
few" entrenched interests." That the
news from Europe was subject to
the will of these same few men.

and installation of officers. Replac

ing Mrs. Albert Gregson, as presi
dent, is Mrs. Sodie Arbios; Mrs. Arbios as vice president, is Mrs.
Thomas McCandless; Mrs. J. Glick,
as secretary, is Mrs. W. J. Finkbohner. Mrs. William Bristol is
treasurer.
El Salvador, with an area of 13,000 square miles, Is the smallest

country on the American continent.
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of a soft and easjr life of compro

THE THINGS LEFT UNDONE . . .: mise. There is no compromise with

"If a nation values anything
more than freedom it wUl lose its
freedom; and the irony of It U
that if it b money or comfort it
vainea more It wUl lose that, too."
Are yon listening, America?
Donors to Northwestern Univer
sity In the last 22 years have to
taled more than 75,000.

To make your

YOU, TOO . . .

Letter—To Those No
Longer On Campus

There are believers in you. the
people. There are men who would
stake their lives on the fact that
you can muddle through. They're
staking their lives on it now. In
Africa. Over the Continent. In the
South Pacific.
But you can't always muddle
through.
You've got to believe as much
as they believe. As tough and as
hard for honesty and virtue and
freedom as they are for dishonesty,
rape and slavery.
Call a spade a spade. If they
are murderers fight them that way.
The time is long past when we
could say, "Let George do it"
George has already done it So has
Juan. And Henri.

choice more noble
Cast your vote
For Goble

HelloIn between last minute persuals of an America-at-War
pamphlet and a World Lit. Socratic discourse, I've grabbed a
minute to scribble.
EX COMMITTEE
With the advent of the flooding of the lawns, discarding
THE
FACTS
.
.
.
of sweaters, the Cub House's mid-afternoon running out of
ice cream, and the annual return of the mosquito, it's safe You'll Just have to put the desire
for more money off. The wanting.
to say that summer's on its way.
There are more nodding heads in afternoon classes, more
bees in the Black Locust blossoms, more assignments and
more lonely people since you left.
This week's kind of tame after the gay riot of last week's
A. W. S. Assembly, Bond Frolic, Bond Dance, and Theatre
play. Wish you could have seen J. Hughes in a green for
mal, wig, and-uh—accessories, or witnessed a girl calmly
paying $100 to hear the girl singer with the Stockton Field
Band! Never a dull moment!
There are all kinds of swimming and athletic meets com
ing up. (Wright and Taioli in great form). Rehearsals for
Dance Drama are under way; Women's Chorus is rehearsing
with Stockton Symphony for a program (Carol Duttle's solo
is lovely) and student recitals at the Conservatory are bet
ELECT
ter than ever.
No, things haven't changed, essentially. The co-eds still
primp in front of the glass Library door. We still get a
| thrill hearing "the brothers" yell after meeting. And girls
with pink sweaters still eat pink ice cream cones.
for
I
The other day, I noticed how the trees move slightly be
hind the Chapel window and make it seem alive. For the
first time since you've been gone, I didn't feel quite so much
alone.
TWO YEARS OF WEEKLY EXPERIENCE
Have to dash.
As Ever,
LUCY HARDING.

VERLE GOBLE
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EYEING THE
GREEN
By FLO STRAND

y

Frosh Take First
in Swimming
Interclass

Fresno Squad Wallops Ailing Tiger
Tracksters By Twenty Points

THE TIME HAS COME . . .
for the boys about campus (you
can count them on one hand) to
come down off their high-horse and
admit that the girls are just as
good as they are. What's that??..
Not unless there is profit??? Okay,
here are the facts.
KEEP IN MIND . . .
when you're insisting that girls
are frills and softies, that sissies
don't play softball and our college
coeds do. Kay Woodall, Marilyn
Pleisch, Esther Harlow, Joan Matthios, Alice Blayney and Lucille
Nogare are signed up for this sport
and go out every Friday at 4:10.
A short swim is usually followed
after about an hour of "firsting and
seconding" it.
LEST YOU FORGET . . .
we girls would like to remind the
boys about the ping-pong ladder
which is being fought out daily by
gals who really know how to handle
those paddles. Janice McCloud
heads the list in the first place, fol
lowed by Jane Gordon, Margie Stu
art, Bettegene Otto, Emmy Genuit
and Marrian Smith.
The spirit of fair play and "looser
take all" is developed throughout
the course of most matches. Last
week eight milkshakes and two so
das were the high stakes offered.
With something like food to fight
for, no wonder the girls play with
such interest.
WITH ALL FAN FARE . . .
and stuff and junk omitted, the
supposedly "weaker sex" offers the
biggest bombshell of them all, in
hopes that it will convince the mas
culine youth around school really
how athletic the gals are.
A girls' interclass swimming meet
is being organized and all swim
mers, whether good or not, are wel
come to come out and compete. The
first meet will be held in the near
future; girls are asked to watch
the gym bulletin board.

Three First Places Taken By Pacific
Men; Bulldogs Lack Depth

New Pacific Marks
Established
At Stanford Meet

Taioli, Wright Do
It Again!

Piling up a substantial lead with first places, the power
ful but shallow—Fresno State track squad downed the com
Freshmen took first with twenty
bined Pacific-Jaysee squad recently on the Ratcliff Stadium Two C. O. P. records were broken seven and the seniors second with
at the swimming meet held recently twenty points in the Interclass Pa
oval. The final score was 86'/2 to 44'/2.
Biggest Pacific events were the high jump and the broad in the Stanford pool. The 300-yard cific swimming meet held last Tues

jump; in these events Bulldogs^
eral of these boys turned in far
managed to get only half a point. better performances than anything
However, Fresnans did clean sweep the college men could match. Bob
the discus and pole vault and won Madrid, rofmer Bulldog, won the
the relay.
two mile in 9:43. Shaughnessy won
AILMENTS
the javelin with a heave of 190' to
The Tiger team, according to his credit.
Coach Earl Jackson, did as poorly
Smith, jumping for the Army also,
as was possible; the score might took the pole vault at 13'. Since it
have been much closer were hard was a dual meet these performances
luck not dogging several key men. did not show up in the final score.
Boyd Thompson, A1 Philip, and Bob SUMMARY
Conaway showed the effects of ail
Following is a summary of the
ments and their scoring possibili meet.
ties were limited even before the
Mile rim—Kisling (F), first; Ho
ward (P), second; Miller (P), third.
meet.
Others came through with their Time—4:47.4.
440-yard dash—Baker (F), first;
best. Both the Fresno and Pacific
Craven (F), second; Conaway (P),
squads have been handicapped by third. Time—50.7.
losses to the armed forces. In fact,
100-yard dash—Hunt (F), first;
several former Bulldog runners Coward (P), second; Adams (P),
competed in the meet, represent third. Time—9.8.
120-high hurdles—Futrell (F),
ing various Army camps.
first; Pattee (F), second; Christen
Joe Shropshre, Fresno middle dis sen (P), third. Time—14.7.
880-yard run—Shropshire (F),
tance ace, looked good in winning
the 880 in the good early season first; Dunlap (P), second; Klusmire
time of 1:59. Lamoure, Bulldog (P), third. Time—1:59.0.
220-yard dash—Hunt (F), first;
weightman lived up to expectations Baker (F), second; Adams (P),
by winning the shotput with a toss third. Time, 22:5.
2-mile run—Kisling (F), first;
of 49' 1". George Ker took second.
The only surprise effort on the Howard (P), second; Miller (P),
third. Time, 10:30.0.
Black and Orange side of the ledger,
220-low hurdles — Futrell (F),
was won by Lou Coward's winning first; Pattee (F), second; Smith
leap of 21' 11" in the broad jump. (F), third. Time—24.4.
Javelin throw—Hanson (P), first;
The javelin, won by Bill Hanson,
Shroder (F), second; Henderson
and the high jump won by Bob (F), third. Distance—164 feet.
Christensen, completed Pacific's
Pole vault—Carlson (F), first;
Knoll (F), second, Walters (F),
list in the win column.
The biggest upset of the day was third. Height—11 feet 6 inches.
Shiyt put—Lamoure (F), first;
George Ker's failure to place in the
Ker (P), second; Pattee (F), third.
discus won by Fresno at a distance Distance—49 feet 1 inch.
of 135'. Failure of Tiger vaulters Lamoure (F), second; Hunter (F),
to place in the pole vault won at third. Distance—135 feet.
High jump—Christensen (P) and
11' 6" also was a serious set-back
Ogden (P), tie for first; Beanland
to the Bengal's victory hopes.
(P), third. Height—6 feet.
SERVICE MEN
Broad jump—Coward (P), first;
The Chinese invented or dis
Also entered in the meet as un Ogden (P), second; Brockman (P)
covered silk, porcelain, tea, print attached athletes, were service men and Hyde (F), tie for third.. Dis
tance—21 feet 11 inches.
ing and gunpowder.
from the camps near Fresno. SevRelay — Fresno (Lewis, Baker,
Craven, Shropshire), first; Pacific
(Conaway, Hanson, Coe, Coward),
second. Time—3:29.

CUB MOUSE
Operated by

Associated Women's Students
FOUNTAIN SERVICE and SANDWICHES
At All Hours

The independence of
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medley relay team made a record
of 3:04.3. Ralph Wright set a new
mark in the 50-yard free style with
a 24.8 timing.
In the medley relay, splits were
as follows: Roddy Andrews swam
the 100-yard back stroke in 1:08.8;
Ralph Wright, the 100-yard breast
stroke in 1:03.6; and Fred Taioli, the
100-yard free style in 53.9.
In the meet, four men—Andrews,
Taioli, Ralph Wright, and Stanley
Wright scored all of Pacific's points.
Ralph Wright was kept from com
peting in the breast stroke race with
Stanford's Cashen because of a
cold.
Brooklyn college recently enlarg
ed its guidance program to provide
special assistance for all pre-medical, pre-dental and pre-engineering
students.
Colgate university has added a
three-hour survey course on "Glo
bal Theaters of the Contemporary
Crisis."

day at 4:10.
Fred Taioli broke his own 220yard free style record of 2:17, doing
it this time in 2:15.7, while Ralph
Wright came through with a new
record of :24.9 in" the 50-yard dash,
topping his old score of :25.4.
The junior class took third with
19 points and the sophomores fol
lowed with 6. Stanley Wright made
the majority of the. points for the
freshmen with his two first places—
the 100-yard free and the mixed
diving.
SUMMARY
300-yard medley relay—Won by
Tweeddale, S. Wright and Ward
(Frosh.); Gilmore, Hixon and Ham
mer (Jr.), second. ..Time, 3:42.4.
220-yard free style—Won by Tai
oli (Jr.), Lenz (Soph.), second;
Klapstein (Sr.), third; Anthony
(Frosh.), fourth. Time, 2:15.7.
50 yard back stroke—Won by R.
Wright (Sr.); Hunter (Frosh), sec
ond; Gilmore (Jr.), third; Coke
(Soph), fourth; Ware (Frosh.),
fifth. Time, :24.9.
Diving — Won by S. Wright
(Frosh); Klapstein (Sr.), second;
Hammer (Jr.),. third; Anthony
(Frosh.), fourth; Watson (S,), fifth.
100-yard free style—Won by S.
Wright (Frosh.); Hunter (Frosh.),
second; Gilmore (Jr.), third; Ware
(Frosh), fourth. Time :57.8.

University of Pittsbugh women
students are learning basic prin
ciples of plant operation as it ap
plies to production of butadiene and
Australia consists of six states
styrene, two chief ingredients in
and two territories.
synthetic rubber.
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